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Abstract—The question of dependability and safety of the man-machine interface (MMI) in safety related systems is introduced. In the considered aspect, MMI is summarized as a structure of ergosystem, which reconfigures itself after a failure. Behavior of the man-operator (station foreman, driver, dispatcher, etc.) is defined in view of the dependability and safety of the man-machine synergy. Modeling based on the Markov chains tools is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of a man-machine signaling system is shown on Figure 1. The machine (station interlocking, dispatcher interlocking, cab system for locomotive control, etc.) controls railway traffic. Using the direct control facilities (DC), the information is derived from the real-time process and displayed for visualization and indications (V&I). The operator monitors the condition of controlled objects. When a command is sent (by CC – command console), the machine produces control effects and some information is processed and/or transferred. Using the direct control facilities (DC), they are sent to the safety-related technological process (STP) – railway operations. When the command is executed, conformity is established between what must be and what is really in the system of control. The new state is registered by the technical means for visualization and indication (a display board, screen). The picture is kept until a new command is received or a change of the state of any object arises.

Using the direct monitor facilities (DM), the information is derived from the safety-related technological process, processed and displayed for visualization and indication (V&I). After a new command, the ring is closed again. There is interaction between the two components in the Man-machine interface (MMI): the operator and machine.

The control process depends on the man-operator (Fig. 1), on his/her decisions as well as on his/her mistakes. The latter result in inefficiency, e.g. unneeded railway traffic delays. Having made a mistake, the operator could initiate compensative actions to neutralize it but this influences on the system functional effectiveness. Almost all studies, scientific forums on man-machine interface MMI and the respective papers including those about other fields of controlled processes [1, 2, 4], are connected with these consequences.

However, the signaling systems are so designed that any command remains outstanding if it does not comply with the safety requirements. The machine “recognizes” the current situation, “knows” what is permissible or not and does not fulfil commands that belie safety principals. When connected with the conditions of safety, the control does not pass through the man-operator. The responsibility for safety is taken by the machine. From this point of view, the man-machine interface is an ergo-system in regard to the operative feed-back and a non-ergo-system in regard to safety (Figure 1 red dotted line).

Second, the signaling system takes safety condition after a fault or has a preliminarily known safety behavior. Although the approach could hold the safety-related system down, these states are predefined as “lesser evil”. Some examples of safety behavior are: false information for track occupancy when in fact the track is free, a lack of control of the switch when the
train has passed a level-crossing, but the turnpike remains down, when a fuse for permissive signal has burnt and it has closed, etc.

Such failures are called fail-safe. Fail-safe failures limit the functionality and hold the performance of statutory functions. The switch cannot be turned, the signal cannot be cleared, the turnpike cannot be raised, the train stops or slows down under the permitted speed, and so on. By the system fail-safe behavior, the failure causes the necessity to remove it and this necessity appears immediately.

However, even that the probability is small, the machine may not go to a safe state. The following examples can be given: the track is occupied but die to the failure information about free track is transmitted to the machine, a switch is turned in a wrong way but due to the false information it can be used to set a route, the switch turning is hazardous because of the failure effect it turns, the turnpike raises before the train has passed the level crossing, etc. The failure occurred in such case is hazardous. The failure as a result of which the machine properties to stop the operator’s hazardous actions are lost can be also hazardous.

When a safe failure occurs in the machine (or its failure part), the operator takes the control directly. In order not to break the STP, he/she enters the commands himself/herself by the reserve control facilities (RC) (Fig.1). For example, instead to set a normal objectively controlled route, the operator switches on a substitution signal for a train, which the machine is not responsible for; turns directly a switch, as he is assured subjectively that the means for its control provide false occupancy; raises the turnpike by a direct command when the train has passed away and the turnpike remains down, etc. Undertaking the control, the operator is responsible also for the traffic safety. But in this situation who can stop the operator to gives hazardous commands? It is the case when accidents happen most often. Because of that the commands during the mode of reserve control are controlled. If they are done by buttons, they are sealed and proved with counters. When they are given by the computer mouse or keyboard, they are entered in a special mode and are saved in an achieving device.

The signaling system turns again into an ergo-system because the operator becomes a decisive unit in the contour having taken the control in the mode of reserve control (MC). But this ergo-character refers also to safety as the latter depends on the operator. At that it refers to moments when unordinary problems have to be solved in unordinary situations, which do not repeat as a routine in operative control. That puts the operator under extreme conditions where the probability of errors increases.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Reliability is connected with all possible failures – hazardous and safe [5]. The MMI reliability indicators are the probability of flawless work $R(t)$ or the mathematical expectation of the Mean Time To Failure MTTF. To these reliability indicators until the first failure, belong also the probability of failure $A(t)$, the distribution density $f(t)$ of worked operations $t$ until a failure and failure rate $\lambda(t)$.

Safety is connected only with the hazardous failures. Safety indicator can be the probability of object operation without hazardous failures $R_{\text{dif}}$ or Mean Time to Hazard Failures MTTHF. In the repairable systems the indicator is the availability of operation without hazardous failures $A_{\text{dif}}$ or Mean Time between Hazards Failures $MTBHF$ [5].

If the machine was high dependable and/or available, the transitions to a reserve control (RC) would happen very rarely and direct operator’s intervention in the STP would not be necessary. The MMI safety would be determined only by the machine safety. But it is not so in the real systems. The lower is the availability; the greater is the probability of operator’s intervention by reserve control facilities.

The operator’s actions could be presented as a set of operations (manipulations) consisting of two subsets: correct and incorrect decisions (Fig. 2). At that the errors can have hold effect but could be hazardous as well.
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Fig. 2 Set of operator’s errors

The hold effect (safe) errors lead to inefficiency but not to hazard for the traffic. Some examples of such errors are to set a route on an improper track, turn a switch by mistake, close a signal not in due time, etc. The machine checks the safety traffic conditions and if they are not kept, the manipulations remain without consequences. Otherwise, if they are kept, the route is set. As a result the signal can show a permissive sign that is not provided for that train. After such decisions, the vehicle has to be displaced by shunting and corrective actions have to be undertaken to neutralize the error. Both time and power will be lost and every delay has also economic dimensions.

The operator’s hazardous errors (the bottom left sector) have different consequences when the machine operates and when it is in a failure state. In the first case the errors are not realized because the machine does not implement them. When the machine is in a failure state, the prohibition to implement hazardous errors could not exist. Then the hazardous error is realized and can cause an accident.
The operator’s errors in his/her interaction with the machines are a subject of a number of publications [1, 3, 5, 8, 9]. There are studies also on the operators of Signaling systems [6, 7]. But the studies that have established how the operators influence on the system efficiency are prevailing. With a few exceptions [8, 9], safety has not been examined as an independent problem and the models of quantity assessment of safety values by selected indices are even less presented.

The purpose of this study is to put the issue of MMI safety in Signaling systems and make an attempt for quantity assessment.

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION

A. Selection of a method and mathematical tools

The solution is looked for by adequate mathematical models. The solution of a method is predetermined by the problems to be solved and the prerequisites to be considered. The methods suggested are Stochastic [5], Petri Nets [10], etc.

The paper presented is based on the understanding that the interaction between the operator is far from determined nature although it follows certain algorithms. There is a sequence of events: signals opening and closing, switches turning, vehicles stopping and pulling off, rolling stock movement, operator’s decisions, manipulations, monitoring and control. It is not preliminarily known what will happen at which moment and the probabilities to happen at different moments of time are different. It is referred to a flow of pseudo-random events. Although being regulated (e.g. in the rail traffic schedule), in practice they happen at a random time.

To these regulated events failures are added and the latter are random, unregulated and lead the MMI to one of the three states: Availability, Hazard and Safety. The flow of failures and recoveries as well as the transition between the states evidently possess ordinary nature and lack of sequence and can be compared to Poisson. If this thesis is assumed, the MMI states and time is true. It does not change the model proposed below but only the solution, it leads to. In the simple case a system of differential equation of Kolmogorov with constant coefficients is solved. When the coefficients are functions of time, the model is semi-Markov and solutions are looked for using input Markov chains.

B. MMI safety modeling

The operator is one of the two elements of MMI and the other one is the machine. Let us define the following:

- $\lambda_H$ - intensity of operator’s (man’s) errors;
- $P_H$ - probability of human errors to be safe (i.e. to be compensated and not resulting in hazard but only in inefficiency);
- $H_{M0}$ - intensity of getting out of a hazardous error state;
- $H_{S0}$ - intensity of getting out of a state of restraint errors.

If it is assumed that after an error the operator takes up compensative actions to neutralize it, the graph of the man-operator is of the kind shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3 Graph of the states of the signaling system man-operator](image)

The machine has analogous three-position graph (Fig. 4), where:

1. MA – Machine Available state;
2. MHd- Machine Hazardous state;
3. MS – Machine Safe state;
4. $\lambda(t)$ – intensity of the machine failures;
5. $H_{M0}$ – intensity of recovery from the hazardous state;
6. $H_{S0}$ – intensity of recovery from the safe state;
7. $p$ – probability of the machine failure being safe.

![Fig. 4. Graph of the states of Signaling-system (machine)](image)
The two parts of the man-machine interface enter into interrelation. Each state of the both sides can enter into combination with every state from the other part. So the total states number in the MMI model is $32 = 9$.

What kind of transitions can happen in this graph is visible from the partial states and connecting arcs (Fig.5). The corresponding intensity is also marked with each of these partial states.

The following suggestions are accepted to define the proposed model:

1. The process is homogeneous Markov, i.e. the transition parameters are stable in time. This limitation is not compulsory for this graph to be in force.

2. The machine state changes horizontally and the operator’s state changes vertically on the drawing.

3. The stream is a Poisson stream and that means also an ordinary one. Thus, simultaneous events in the Machine and the Man or events due to common reason causing transitions diagonally in the graph do not exist. There are only orthogonal transitions.

4. When the machine operates hazardous MHD, then the MMI is also in a hazardous state. The machine influences directly on the process irrespectively of the interface. The three partial states 3, 6 and 9 are hazardous, too.

5. When the machine is in a safe state MS, only state 2 is hazardous when the man-operator makes hazardous errors.

6. Also, state 1 could be hazardous, if it can occur at all. It takes place when with machine operating MA there are non-provided and uncovered (due to resources and other reasons) spaces where the operator is given a possibility of interference in safety. Furthermore it is considered that the intensity of man’s faults depends on the state of the machine. When the machine is fit to work, (MA) is perfectly created:

   a) intensity of errors $\lambda_i'$, is too low because with a trouble-free machine the operator performs routine manipulations, which he/she has got used to and often works like an auto-motor. It is calculated as a reciprocal value of the mean time between two operator’s errors made one after the other.

   b) the transition $(1 - P_H)\lambda_H'$ from partial state 4 to partial state 1 must not exist since the operator, even he/she wants to, cannot cause a hazardous situation. The space where he works (the bottom left corner in Fig. 2) is a zero set. It corresponds to the possibility for the operator to influence on safety in the machine availability state MA. There is no probability exists to implement erroneous manipulations as hazardous, i.e. $P_H = 1$.

   c) when the machine has stopped safely MS, the operator takes the control directly switching to a reserve control (MC) to perform the actions provided by regulations for coordinating, unsealing buttons, control, etc. It happens to him/her rarely, he/she is in an extreme situation and the error rate increases considerably. The intensity of transition from partial state 5 to 2 is different $- (1 - p_{H'})\lambda_{H''}$.

When the machine has stopped in hazardous state MHD, the operator is not in a critical situation. He does not know about the hazardous failure. But its failures influencing on the safety-related technological process are not the only hazardous ones. The operator’s errors are also hazardous because now some of the faults eliminate the restriction for the operator to make manipulations contradicting to safety conditions. The relation between the types of errors is changed and the transition from 6 to 3 is $(1 - p_{H''})\lambda_{H''}$. It is evident that signaling system has only two states: Availability and Hazard. If the operator’s errors are hazardous, the man-machine interface may operate hazardously but there are no safety stands. Under the safety condition of machinery the operator introduces commands and the synergy works although by another technology: through the reserve control (RC).

This setting is specific for signaling and distinguishes the MMI safety problem under examination from the reliability of man-machine systems as a whole.

To obtain the analytical model of the MMI safety, it is necessary to present the graph from Fig.5 in generalized form [5]. All presented states could be presented through only two states of the generalized graph: interface Availability state $A_{MMI}$ and interface Hazard state $H_{dMMI}$. The probability of $A_{MMI}$ state is the sum of probabilities for each of partial state involved in its set. Each partial state is a product $W_{ij} = W_{ij}W_{ijM}$ of the probabilities of two components – the operator (man) and the machine should be in a state relevant to partial (ij), where:

$$i \in \{H_A, H_{Hd}, H_s\}$$

$$j \in \{M_A, M_{Hd}, M_s\}$$

The availability of the man-machine interface after time $t \rightarrow \infty$ to safety operation is the sum of probabilities of its stay in states 4, 5, 7 and 8:

$$K_{AMMI} = P_AK_{AM} + P_AK_{SM} + P_SK_{AM} + P_SK_{SM} = (P_A + P_S)(K_{AM} + K_{SM})$$ (1)
After time $t \rightarrow \infty$ the man-machine interface will operate hazardously in compliance with the sum of probabilities of its state in states 1, 2, 3, 6 and 9.

$$K_{\text{MMI}} = K_{\text{Hd}} + P_{\text{Hd}}(K_{\text{AM}} + K_{\text{SM}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Fig.6. Generalized model of the graph (from Fig.5)

The mean time $MTBHF_{\text{MMI}}$ between the MMI hazard failures can be found as a reciprocal value of frequency $F_{\text{HdMMI}}$ of the entrance in a hazardous state (Fig.6). The frequency $F_{\text{HdMMI}}$ is a sum of all partial frequencies of the entrance.

From the graph and the equations mentioned in Fig.5 it is possible to find out:

$$F_{\text{HdMMI}} = K_{A}(1-p)\lambda_{H} + K_{S}(1-p)\lambda_{H} + K_{S}K_{AM}(1-p)\lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

For the mathematical expectation of the time between the man-machine interface hazard failures it is obtained:

$$MTBHE_{\text{MMI}} = \frac{1}{K_{A}(1-p)\lambda_{H} + K_{S}(1-p)\lambda_{H} + K_{S}K_{AM}(1-p)\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

It is assumed that the data about the machine have been obtained by solving the problem according to the previous models. The particular values of intensity of human errors are the study subject in the particular case of MMI. Some data, which can be used as a base for calculations, can be found in special references.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper the question of reliability and safety of the man-machine interface (MMI) in signaling systems has been raised:

1) The MMI has been summarized as a structure of ergosystem, which reconfigures itself after a failure.

2) The man-operator's behavior has been defined from the viewpoint of reliability and safety of the man-machine synergy.

3) Modeling based on the Markov chains tools has been proposed.

4) A graph model, which allows deducing analytical equations to establish quantitative dependency on indicators influencing on reliability and safety
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